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Abstract: The transient tribological phenomenon and premature lubricant breakdown have been widely 

observed in metal forming, leading to excessive friction at the contact interfaces. In this research, the transient 

tribological behaviour of a two-phase lubricant were studied under complex loading conditions, featuring 

abrupt interfacial temperature, contact load, and sliding speed changes, thus representing the severe interfacial 

conditions observed in warm/hot metal forming applications. The strong experimental evidence indicates that 

the evolution of friction was attributed to the physical diminution and chemical decomposition effects. As 

such, a visco-mechanochemical interactive friction model was developed to accurately predict the transient 

tribological behaviour of the two-phase lubricant under complex loading conditions. The new friction model 

exhibited close agreements between the modelling and experimental results.  
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1 Introduction 

The The transient tribological phenomenon is widely 

observed in a variety of scenarios such as changing 

lubrication mechanisms [1], third-body effects [2, 3], 

and varying contact conditions [4]. In metal forming 

processes, the contact conditions at the tool/workpiece 

interfaces vary historically and spatially [5–7], leading 

to complex loading conditions featuring abrupt 

temperature, load, and speed changes, which could 

affect the viscosity and mechanochemical behaviour 

of lubricants. This may lead to premature lubricant 

breakdown, thus resulting in poor surface quality of 

the formed components and reduced tool life [8–13]. 

Experimental work was conducted to investigate 

the transient tribological behaviours of an engine 

lubricant with Zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP) 

additives. Strong experimental evidence indicated that 

the changing lubrication mechanisms induced by the 

mechanochemical characteristics of zinc/iron phosphate 

tribofilms influenced the transient tribological 

behaviour [1]. It was also found that the transient 

friction value as a function of the tribofilm thickness 

in the elastohydrodynamic lubrication condition was 

influenced by macroscopic shear stress rather than 

hydrostatic pressure. At elevated temperatures, the 

transient lubricant behaviours were more pronounced. 

In the friction tests at the interfacial temperature of up  
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to 230 °С, premature lubricant breakdown occurred, 

and the transient friction values were affected by 

lubricant properties and interfacial temperature which 

resulted in different peak forming forces [11]. 

The third body particle induced transient tribological 

behaviours were observed in previous works for dry 

sliding conditions. It was found that the evolution 

of friction values and galling area is attributed to 

the dynamic balance of entrapped wear particles 

and dependent on the contact load [2]. The transient 

coefficient of friction (COF) value under dry sliding 

conditions increased with interfacial temperature 

(over 150 °С) and the primary friction mechanisms 

transformed from abrasive to adhesive wear [14]. In 

addition, the transient characteristics of friction were 

investigated between coated contact pairs, and was 

found to be determined by the instantaneous coating 

thickness [3, 15].  

The complex loading induced transient characteristics 

of a single-phase liquid lubricant were investigated at 

elevated temperatures in the literature. It was found 

that the lubricant thickness diminution effects resulted 

in the premature breakdown and subsequent increase 

in friction values [4, 16]. The employment of two- 

phase (liquid–solid) lubricants with additives, such 

as graphite, graphite fluoride ((CFx)n), molybdenum 

disulphide (MoS2), graphene, and silica particles 

[17–23], have shown improved performance at elevated 

temperatures [14, 24, 25]. In addition to the chemical 

solutions, the carrying agent, application methods 

[26, 27], interfacial temperature [28], and initial 

lubricant volume [10] were found to significantly 

influence the performance of two-phase lubricants, 

which was the impetus for lubricant behaviour studies 

under complex loading conditions [4].   

Precision modelling of the transient tribological 

behaviour in the tool/workpiece interface is essential 

for the development of reliable finite element (FE) 

models. The framework of interactive friction modelling 

has been applied to describe friction evolution at room 

temperature in a coated system, a lubricated contact 

and a dry sliding condition where adhesive wear 

occurs. The wear process of a TiN coating under a 

series of contact loads was studied, and an interactive 

friction model was established to describe the 

interactive relation between coating friction and wear 

as three stages corresponding to different wear 

mechanisms and behaviours [3]. This model was 

capable of accurately predicting friction evolution 

and coating breakdown phenomenon. Hu et al. [10] 

investigated the interactive relation between friction 

values and the lubricant film thickness, and developed 

an interactive friction model to describe the friction 

evolution as a function of the sliding distance by 

considering the transition of lubrication mechanisms. 

Friction was determined by the thickness diminution 

effect, which was influenced by contact pressure, sliding 

speed, and the initial applied lubricant volume. A 

mechanism-based interactive friction model was 

developed to represent the interaction between friction 

and material transfer (galling) under the dry sliding 

condition [2]. By modelling the dynamic feature of 

the volume of entrapped wear particles (third body) 

and the complicated procedure of reaching the dynamic 

equilibrium, the model successfully enabled the 

predictions of friction evolution and formation of 

transfer layer from the running-in to the steady stage. 

Multi-scale friction models under boundary and mixed 

lubrication conditions have been developed [29, 30] 

to characterise the tribological behaviours at the 

tool/workpiece interface. This advanced model was 

implemented into FE simulations of deep-drawing 

processes, demonstrating accurate predictions of 

forming force. Specifically, the multi-scale friction 

model incorporated micro-scale asperity contact analysis 

and macro-scale stochastic description of the rough 

workpiece surface by considering the effects of process 

conditions such as normal loading and stretching of 

the bulk material. Recently, the multi-scale friction 

model was further developed to account for the effect 

of surface topographies on the distribution of lubricant 

pressures and the effect of physical properties of 

coated sheets under mixed and boundary lubrication 

conditions [31, 32]. The results from the experimental 

and simulation analysis exhibited close agreements 

in forming force (as a function of punch displacement), 

blank draw-in, and real area of contact. The successful 

implementation of these advanced multi-scale friction 

models into FE codes have demonstrated the 

importance of frictional boundary conditions and their 

promising potential in industrial applications.  

In the present work, the high-temperature transient 
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tribological behaviours of a two-phase lubricant were 

studied under complex loading conditions, featuring 

abrupt changes in interfacial temperature, load, and 

speed. A visco-mechanochemical interactive friction 

model was established to predict COF evolution and 

the breakdown behaviour, with close agreements being 

achieved between the modelling and friction testing 

results. 

2 Methodology 

An autonomous friction testing equipment, developed 

by Yang et al., was utilized to enable lubricant 

evaluations under complex loading conditions, enabling 

the reproduction of interfacial conditions in metal 

forming [33]. This equipment comprises of hardware 

components (a Universal Robot UR10, and a thermal 

box) as shown in Fig. 1 and a robot operating system 

(ROS)-implemented control unit with an autonomous 

friction modelling software system. The fully 

automated UR10 robot equipped with a precision 

feedback control enables accurate implementation of 

abrupt load and speed changes, with a load changing 

rate of up to 1 N/mm and speed changing rate of up 

to 500 mm/s2, without interrupting the friction test. 

A load cell linked to the end effector of the robot was 

attached to the pin holder to enable the precision 

force data collection at a sampling rate of up to 250 Hz. 

The thermal box was employed to realise precision 

temperature control (±2 °С) and the development 

of thermal gradient within the testing specimen 

(changing rate up to 3.3 °С/mm), which was achieved 

by exchangeable heating channels (for cartridge 

heaters) and cooling channels (for liquid nitrogen) 

in the specimen holder (Fig. 1). The measurement 

of temperature distribution along the sliding direction 

was achieved through six k-type thermo-couples 

embedded in the specimen holder. The autonomous 

friction modelling system enables automatic 

management of raw data including the in-situ force 

and temperature data collection from the load cell 

and thermo-couples with subsequent processing of 

raw data including automatic data filtering, data 

smoothening, and friction model fitting during 

friction testing.  

In the present research, the transient tribological 

behaviours of a two-phase lubricant, OMEGA 35, 

were characterised under complex loading conditions. 

This lubricant was widely used in hot/warm aluminium 

forming processes [34], which blends graphite particles 

in a synthetic carrier agent, polyethylene glycol (PEG). 

The workpiece material, AA7075 aluminium alloy, 

was manufactured into 75 mm× 150 mm× 1.6 mm 

strips. The surface roughness of the strip specimen 

was 0.5 μm. The tool material, P20 tool steel, was 

manufactured into pins. The pin had a hemispherical 

tip of 6 mm diameter and a roughness of Ra = 0.3 μm 

(as specified by the standards of a metal forming tool  

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the friction testing equipment, Tribo-Mate [33]. 
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maker). Before the friction test was initiated, the two- 

phase lubricant was applied with an auto-lubrication 

rig with the capability of applying a controlled volume 

of lubricant to the pin. The auto-lubrication rig achieves 

this by dipping the pin in pre-machined lubricant 

reservoirs containing a controlled volume of lubricant. 

The initial amount of lubricant applied was 113 g/m2 

for all tests in this study. The strip was subsequently 

heated to the target temperature and a test commenced. 

The test matrix utilised in the study is shown in Table 1. 

In the temperature changing tests, the temperature 

was increased from 300 to 400 °С at a rate of 1.4 °С/mm 

and decreased from 400 to 300 °С at a rate of     

−3.3 °С/mm. In the load increase test, the contact load 

was maintained at 5 N before being abruptly increased 

to 10 N at a sliding distance of 20 mm, and was 

subsequently maintained at 10 N. For the load decrease 

test, the contact load was rapidly reduced from 10  

to 5 N at a distance of 10 mm. The sliding speed 

accelerated from 50 to 80 mm/s at a sliding distance 

of 18 mm and decelerated from 80 to 50 mm/s at a 

distance of 10 mm at a changing rate of up to 500 mm/s2 

in the speed changing tests. Three repeat tests 

were conducted at each testing condition. The fully 

automated test procedure with tribo-mate and the 

auto-lubrication rig successfully avoided human error; 

and thus ensured repeatability of the test results. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Transient lubricant behaviours of a two-phase 

lubricant at complex loading conditions 

Figures 2–4 demonstrate the effects of interfacial 

temperature (Fig. 2), contact load (Fig. 3), and sliding 

speed (Fig. 4), respectively, on the transient lubricant 

Table 1 Friction test matrix: complex loading tests. 

Test No. Interfacial 
temperature (°С) 

Sliding speed 
(mm/s) 

Contact load 
(N) 

Contact pressure* 
(MPa) 

Note 

1 300→400 50 5 270→180 

2 400→300 50 5 180→270 
Temperature changing rate: 1.4 and 3.3 °С/mm

3 300 50 5→10 270→460 

4 300 50 10→5 460→270 
Load changing rate: 1 N/mm 

5 300 50→80 5 270 

6 300 80→50 5 270 
Speed changing rate: 500 mm/s2 

*The contact pressure demonstrated in the testing matrix was obtained by a model which takes the deformation of the strip material into 
consideration when determining the interfacial contact area [35].  

 

Fig. 2 Friction evolutions under constant temperature and complex loading conditions. Scatters represent the average friction values; 
envelope represents standard deviations; and line represents temperature evolution in the experiment. 
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behaviour. A consistent trend can be observed from 

these tests where the COF commenced at a low value 

of 0.11–0.15 and started to rapidly increase after sliding 

10–30 mm, indicating the phenomenon of premature 

breakdown. 

Figure 2 shows the effects of temperature on the 

transient lubricant behaviours. The initial COF value 

decreased from 0.15 to 0.11 as the testing temperature 

increased from 300 to 400 °С under the constant 

temperature condition. When the testing temperature 

increased from 300 to 400 °С, the viscosity of the 

entrapped lubricant decreased from 0.81 to 0.46 mPa·s 

(determined by ASTM viscosity equations [36]); and 

thus, the shear stress of the boundary layers decreased. 

In addition, the plowing force decreased as the contact-

ing material became softer. Therefore, the COF value at 

the initial stage decreased as the temperature increased. 

The breakdown distance was observed as 17 mm at 

400 °С indicated by a sharp increase of COF. However, 

the smooth ramp-up of the COF evolution at 300 °С 

made the clear identification of lubricant breakdown 

difficult. Hence, a proof increase by 10% of COF value 

at the initial stage was used as an indicator of the 

lubricant breakdown region. As such, the breakdown 

distance of the studied lubricant was identified as  

25 mm when a constant temperature of 300 °С was 

applied. The decomposition of the lubricant liquid 

was accelerated as the temperature increased, which 

enhanced the diminution rate of the entrapped 

lubricant. In addition, the increasing temperature 

increased the wear rate of the coating film formed by 

the solid lubricant. Therefore, the consumption of the 

lubricant entrapped at the interface was accelerated 

as the temperature increased and the breakdown 

distance became shorter. 

In the case of temperature increase from 300 to  

400 °С at a changing rate of 1.4 °С/mm, COF evolution 

at the initial stage stabilized at 0.14 with a premature 

lubricant breakdown at 24 mm. It was observed that 

the rising gradient at the temperature increase test was 

steeper than that at 300 °С but slower than 400 °С. As 

temperature decreased from 400 to 300 °С at a changing 

rate of −3.3 °С/mm, the COF values fluctuated at 

approximately 0.13 before the premature breakdown 

commenced at approximately 19 mm. The gradient of 

COF with sliding distance reduced as the temperature 

was decreased until achieving a plateau.  

Figure 3 shows the effects of contact load on the 

transient lubricant behaviours. The initial COF value 

was independent of the contact load between 5 and  

10 N. For the 5 N constant loading tests, at the initial 

stage, the COF value was approximately 0.15 and 

increased at an average rate of 0.017 mm−1 when the 

distance increased from 25 to 70 mm. At the constant 

loading test of 10 N, the COF values stabilized at  

0.14 until reaching approximately 15 mm of sliding 

and increased at a rate of 0.03 mm−1 when the distance 

reached 43 mm. The breakdown distance decreased 

from 25 to 15 mm as the constant load increased from 

5 to 10 N. 

Fig. 3 Friction evolutions under constant load and complex loading conditions. Scatters represent the average friction values; envelope 
represents standard deviations; and line represents evolution of load in the experiment. 
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According to the Stribeck curve and the Hersey 

number ( / PN , where η is the dynamic viscosity of 

the lubricant, N is the speed, and P is the contact load 

at the interface), friction at the boundary lubrication 

regime is a constant value which is not affected by 

the contact load, P in Ref. [8]. The small difference 

between the friction values (0.14 and 0.15) at the initial 

stage in the tests of 10 and 5 N may result from the 

solid lubricant particles suspended in the two-phase 

lubricant grease, which would cause larger fluctuations 

and deviations when compared to the situation where 

only the lubricant oil is involved.  

As contact load increased, the lubricant film thickness 

would decrease, which is indicated by the Hersey 

number. Thus, more lubricant would be transferred 

onto the wear track or squeezed out from the interface, 

leading to a larger value of diminution rate of the 

entrapped lubricant amount and earlier lubricant 

breakdown. In addition, as demonstrated by the 

Holm-Archard’s equation, the increasing contact 

load would result in higher wear rate, which means 

the coating film formed by the solid lubricant would 

be worn more quickly, and premature breakdown 

would occur. 

As shown in Fig. 3(a), at a distance of 20 mm, there 

was an abrupt increase of load (from 5 to 10 N). The 

friction evolution demonstrated a breakdown distance 

of approximately 24 mm with an average friction value 

of 0.13 and a similar rising gradient of 0.027 mm−1  

as that of the constant load test of 10 N. In the test 

involving an abrupt load decrease (from 10 to 5 N)  

at a distance of 10 mm, the COF values stabilized at 

approximately 0.15, began to increase at a distance of 

19 mm and finally increased to 1 with a similar gradient 

of approximate 0.019 mm−1 as the 5 N test.  

Figure 4 shows the effects of speed on the transient 

lubricant behaviours. The initial stage of friction 

evolution at 50 mm/s exhibited a COF value of   

0.15 and the breakdown distance of 30 mm, while at 

80 mm/s it decreased to approximately 10 mm with 

the same COF value of 0.15. According to the Stribeck 

curve and the Hersey number, COF value is 

independent of the sliding speed at the interface, and 

the lubricant film thickness would increase as the 

sliding speed increases, which reduces the amount of 

lubricant transferred onto the wear track and slows 

down the breakdown process. However, when the 

two-phase lubricant was applied, the wear rate of the 

coating film generated by the solid lubricant particles 

would increase as the sliding speed increased according 

to the Holm–Archard’s equation, indicating the 

acceleration of lubricant breakdown at increasing 

speed. The combination of these two effects may 

finally give rise to a shorter breakdown distance at 

greater speeds. 

When there was a steep acceleration of speed (from 

50 to 80 mm/s) at a distance of 18 mm, the COF 

stabilized at an average value of 0.15 before reaching 

20 mm of sliding. As the sliding speed decreased (from 

80 to 50 mm/s) at a distance of 10 mm, the distance when 

premature breakdown commenced shared the same 

value of 10 mm as the result at 80 mm/s. However, the 

 
Fig. 4 Friction evolutions under constant speed and complex loading conditions. Scatters represent average friction values; envelope
represents standard deviations; line represents evolution of speed in the experiment. 
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effects of decreasing the sliding speed are demonstrated 

by the different gradients after the breakdown occurs. 

When the speed decreased to 50 mm/s in the speed 

decrease test, the gradient (0.017 mm−1) reduced 

significantly compared to 80 mm/s (0.041 mm−1). 

3.2 Development of a visco-mechanochemical 

interactive friction model for the prediction 

of transient tribological behaviours of a two- 

phase lubricant 

The transient lubricant behaviours of the two-phase 

lubricant studied in the present research were caused 

by the changes in lubrication mechanisms during 

sliding wear, which transformed from fluid boundary 

lubrication to thin-film boundary lubrication and finally 

dry sliding (between substrate materials) [4, 10, 11, 37]. 

As such a visco-mechanochemical interactive friction 

model was developed considering the effects of both 

physical diminution and chemical decomposition on 

the evolutionary lubrication mechanisms enabling 

the predictions of the transient behaviours of the 

two-phase lubricant. 

During the initial stage of sliding wear, the 

boundary lubrication was the dominant lubrication 

mechanism and friction force stemmed from the 

shearing force of the lubricant layers and the plowing 

force of the interacting asperities. As the siding distance 

increased, both physical diminution and chemical 

decomposition occurred. The physical diminution 

refers to lubricant thickness reduction due to the 

lubricant transfer (from the pin onto the wear track) 

and lubricant evaporation. As the friction tests in  

the present research were conducted at elevated 

temperatures of over 300 °С (flash point of OMEGA 

35 is 196 °С), in addition to the physical diminution, 

chemical decomposition of the two-phase lubricant 

would accelerate the lubricant thickness reduction 

resulting in the deposition of solid additive (graphite 

particles) on the substrate (pin) surface, which formed 

a thin layer of “graphite coating”. This thin film was 

worn off easily during sliding wear which resulted in 

superior lubricity at elevated temperatures. During 

this process, the lubrication mechanism transformed 

from fluid boundary lubrication to thin-film boundary 

lubrication, followed by the breakdown of the thin 

film leading to the increase of COF and finally the 

dry sliding. 

The COF increases from the value at the low 

friction stage to the final high value at the breakdown 

stage, demonstrating the transition of lubrication 

mechanisms from the boundary lubrication to the 

dry sliding condition. As the total lubricant thickness 

decreases, the fraction of the dry sliding region 

increases. Therefore, the complex nature of these 

transient behaviours and lubrication mechanisms of 

the tested two-phase lubricant was modelled by Eq. (1), 

in which friction originated from two distinct contact 

regions, specifically: from the lubricated region and 

the dry sliding region, respectively. 

   l d1 ( ) ( )T T              (1) 

where   is the overall coefficient of friction; and the 

unlubricated area ratio (dry sliding area ratio),  , is 

introduced to model the residual lubricant volume 

entrapped at the contact interface.   l1    is the 

friction attributed to the lubricated region and d  is 

the friction originating from the dry sliding region. As 

the thickness of the lubricant decreased,   increased 

exponentially with the total lubricant thickness 
t

h , as 

expressed by Eq. (2): 

     

2

t

1
exp

h


              (2) 

When 
t

h  decreases to a critical value, which is 

determined by the average asperity heights, the pre-

mature breakdown commences, and the COF value 

begins to increase. 
1

 represents the surface roughness 

induced lubrication mechanism transition which is 

determined by the average height of asperities (and 

critical lubricant thickness) leading to premature 

breakdown, where a greater value of 
1

 represents a 

rougher tool surface. 
2
 determines the lubrication 

transition distance, where a lower value of 
2
 results in 

a larger transition distance from boundary lubrication 

to dry sliding, which can be found in lubricants with 

a high viscosity or large fraction of solid additives. 

The total lubricant thickness t( )h  refers to the 

residual lubricant thickness on the pin surface, which 

is composed of the residual lubricant thickness of the 

two-phase liquid l( )h , specifically OMEGA 35, and 

the equivalent thickness of the thin layer or “graphite 

coating” s( )h , as expressed by Eq. (3). 
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t l s
( ) ( ) ( )h t h t h t              (3) 

As the lubricant was initially applied on the cold 

tool surfaces, s 0(0)h , and hence 
t l
(0) (0)h h . As 

the sliding was initiated, 
l

h  began to decrease due 

to physical diminution and chemical decomposition. 

Meanwhile, the thin-film thickness 
s

h  began to grow 

when evaporation and decomposition of the liquid 

lubricant occurred during high-temperature friction 

tests, i.e., the deposition of the solid additive (graphite) 

increased 
s

h . Simultaneously, a competing wear pro-

cess causing 
s

h  reduction occurred when the sliding 

wear was initiated. The distinct mechanisms are 

modelled as follows.  

3.2.1 Transition of lubrication mechanism from fluid 

boundary lubrication to thin-film boundary lubrication 

The lubricant thickness reduction can be attributed to 

the combined effects of lubricant transfer, evaporation, 

and chemical decomposition, which is modelled by 

Eq. (4), where  


l
h t  is the thickness reduction rate of 

the two-phase lubricant. 

   
     

  

 1

α2

l l l
( ) ( )[ ]

k
kkPh t C h t v D T h t       (4) 

     D
0exp QD T D RT              (5) 

The first term of Eq. (4) refers to the physical 

diminution of the lubricant, which calculates the 

lubricant amount being physically transferred to the 

wear track, and is determined by the ratio of the contact 

pressure and viscosity [38, 39]; where  l
h t  is the 

residual lubricant thickness of the two-phase liquid, 

P  is the mean interfacial pressure,   is viscosity of the 

two-phase lubricant, v  is the relative sliding speed, 

and C , 
1

k , and 
2

k  are model parameters. The second 

term of Eq. (4) represents the thickness reduction 

due to evaporation and chemical decomposition of the 

lubricant, which is determined by the residual thickness 

of the lubricant. ( )D T  represents a temperature- 

dependent vanishing (including evaporation and 

decomposition) coefficient for the liquid phase, 

calculated by the Arrhenius equation [40, 41], as 

expressed by Eq. (5). 
α

k  is a model constant. 

As shown in Fig. 5, the residual lubricant thickness 

(
l

h ) decreases monotonously during the sliding process. 

 
Fig. 5 Predicted lubricant response to high-temperature sliding 
wear: evolution of COF, and the two-phase lubricant thickness 
and its changing rates. 

According to Eq. (4), the reduction is due to two con-

tributing factors: physical transfer and evaporation/ 

decomposition, which are demonstrated by curves of 

thickness changing rate (Fig. 5(b)). 

3.2.2 Transition of lubrication mechanism from thin-film 

boundary lubrication to dry sliding 

As the sliding process was conducted at elevated tem-

peratures, the solid additive (graphite particles) was 

deposited on the substrate which formed a thin layer 

at the contact interface after the liquid phase vanished. 

As such, 
s

h  increased due to solid deposition, while 

wear occurred the thin coating layer deposited by 

the solid additives was worn off during sliding 

which decreased the layer thickness (
s

h ). Thus, the 

contributions of the competing mechanisms on the 

changing rate of layer thickness,  


s
h t , are expressed 

in Eq. (6): 
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 v

α

n
k

s l

c

v
( )[ ]

PnP
h t mD T h t K T

H
      (6) 

   
0
exp( )K

Q
K T K

RT
           (7) 


s

s
kc

s
[ ( )]

H
H

h t
               (8) 

where m is the equivalent volume fraction of solid 

additives in the lubricant which is assumed to be a 

constant. 
P

n  and 
v

n  are model constants. ( )K T  is a 

temperature–dependent wear coefficient which is 

calculated by the Arrhenius equation, as expressed 

by Eq. (7). The first term of Eq. (6) refers to the 

deposition of thin film from solid additive due to 

the evaporation and decomposition of the lubricant. 

The second term represents the reduction of thin-film 

thickness due to abrasive wear, which is derived 

based on the Holm-Archard’s equation describing  

the relationship between wear depth and contact 

conditions during sliding wear [42]. 
c

H  denotes  

the combined hardness of tribo-system, which is 

determined by the hardness of graphite layer (
s

H ) 

and the residual film thickness (
s
( )h t ) [43, 44]. 

s
k  is a 

model constant.  

Figure 5 demonstrates the schematic evolution of 

the total film thickness t( )h  and COF 
t

h  decreased 

monotonously along the sliding process. As the critical 

film thickness was reached (when there is a 10% 

increase of value during the initial stage), the premature 

breakdown occurred. It is also observed that although 

s
h  was less than 

l
h  at the initial stage of sliding, the 

decrease of 
s

h  was slower than 
l

h  and, thus, 
s

h  

exceeded 
l

h  when the breakdown occurs, which 

reveals the phenomenon of dominant mechanism 

transformation from fluid boundary lubrication to 

thin-film boundary lubrication and finally dry sliding 

condition.  

The first and second terms of Eq. (6) are 

demonstrated in Fig. 5(b) by the curves of deposition 

contribution and wear contribution to the changing 

rate of film thickness (


s
h ), respectively. After the 

lubricant was applied on the cold tool surfaces, the 

deposition contribution to the solid film peaks and 

wear rate was equivalent to zero as s 0(0)h  and 


s
h  reached its maximum value, which means 

s
h  

increased at the beginning of forming. Deposition rate 

decreased and wear rate increased along the sliding, 

thus, 


s
h  began to decrease and became negative, at 

which point 
s

h  increased to its maximum value. 

Subsequently 
s

h  decreased to zero as the lubricant 

was completely removed from the interface. When 

s
h  approaches 0, the wear rate of film thickness (

s
h ) 

equals to 0, as expressed by Eqs. (6) and (8). 

3.2.3 Calibration of model parameters 

Calibration of parameters were conducted by the 

autonomous friction modelling program embedded 

in the tribo-mate system [33]. The calibration process 

is essentially an optimisation of an objective function 

which is usually determined by computing the 

deviations between the predicted results by the 

interactive model and the experimental results. By 

applying this objective function, the in-situ friction 

modelling program enables automated model 

calibration through an enhanced curve fitting module 

which allows the user to carry out manual pre-fitting 

and automatic fine-tuning of the model. After the data 

has been processed through the necessary modules, 

the interactive friction model is established, and 

optimised based on the experimental results. The 

initial thickness of the lubricant used in the model 

calibration was 50 μm, being consistent with the initial 

lubricant thickness applied in the friction tests. This 

was used as a case-study to demonstrate the predictive 

nature of this interactive friction model. 

Model parameters after calibration and optimisation 

with the results at constant friction tests are 

demonstrated in Table 2. The testing results under 

complex loading conditions, including temperature, 

load, and speed changes, were then compared with 

the modelling results, and it was found that close 

agreements were achieved, with the deviations between 

the experimental and modelling results less than 10%. 

3.3 Discussion 

3.3.1 Effects of temperature on the transient tribological 

behaviours of the two-phase lubricant 

Figure 6 illustrates the evolution of COF and film 

thickness under constant temperature and temperature 

reduction conditions. Close agreements have been 

achieved between experimental and modelling results 

under both constant and complex loading conditions 

as shown in Fig. 6(a).  
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As the temperature was increased from 300 to  

400 °С, evaporation and decomposition of the liquid 

phase were accelerated; and thus the contribution 

of evaporation and decomposition to the lubricant 

thickness (
l

h ) reduction was enhanced from 160 to 

709 μm/s at the beginning of sliding, as shown by  

the solid lines in Fig. 6(c). The total amount of 

thickness reduction due to evaporation/decomposition 

contribution during the whole sliding increased from 

9.7 to 31.7 μm. Although a constant contact load was 

applied, the interfacial contact pressure was decreased 

from 270 to 180 MPa due to softening of the workpiece 

material as temperature was increased from 300 to 

400 °С. This resulted in a reduction of lubricant transfer 

and thus a reduced contribution of thickness reduction 

by 54.6% due to physical transfer. As shown in    

Fig. 6(d), deposition of the solid additives due to 

evaporation and decomposition of the liquid phase 

was increased as temperature increased, which led to 

a rapid increase of thickness of the solid layer (
s

h )  

Table 2 Lubricant and model parameters of the interactive friction model for OMEGA 35. 

1(μm)  2 ( )   1( )k   2 ( )k   ( )k   (cSt)  

0.28 2.21 1.25 2.59 1.17 35 
1

0 (s )D   1
D (kJ mol )Q   c(mm/(GPa·s))  R(J/(K·mol)) ( )m   

1.19e+5 47.63 0.30 8.314 0.25 
1

0 (s )K   1
K (kJ mol )Q   P ( )n   v ( )n   s (MPa)H  s ( )k   

8.77e+3 70.48 1.09 2.83 88 1.78 

 

Fig. 6 Effects of temperature on the two-phase lubricant behaviours and transient tribological phenomena: evolutions of COF, lubricant 
thickness, and thickness changing rate. 
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and larger peak value at 400 °С at the initial stage, as 

shown in Fig. 6(b). However, the increased temperature 

and reduced combined hardness resulted in a larger 

wear rate. Therefore, after reaching the peak value, 

s
h  decreases at a greater rate at 400 °С, leading to a 

shorter breakdown distance from 26.8 mm at 300 °С 

to 16.4 mm at 400 °С, as shown in Fig. 6(a). 

It can be observed that, at elevated temperatures, 

the lubricant thickness, 
l

h , was much larger than the 

s
h , at the initial stage of sliding, which indicates 

that the fluid boundary lubrication was dominant at 

this stage. As sliding proceeded, 
l

h  decreased faster 

due to both evaporation/decomposition and physical 

transfer and 
s

h  exceeded 
l

h  before the lubricant 

breakdown occurred, as shown in Fig. 6(b), which 

indicated the transformation of dominant lubrication 

condition from fluid boundary lubrication to thin-film 

boundary lubrication. Finally, this was transformed 

to dry sliding condition as 
s

h  decreased to 0. 

3.3.2 Effects of load on the transient tribological behaviours 

of the two-phase lubricant 

Figure 7 demonstrates the evolutions of friction and 

film thickness under both constant contact load and 

abrupt load changing conditions. As the contact load 

increased, additional lubricant was transferred to 

the contacting counterpart or squeezed out from the 

interface, leading to a higher reduction rate of the 

lubricant liquid and thus less deposition of the solid 

additives on the substrate material. In addition, the 

wear rate of solid film was greater at higher contact 

load conditions. Therefore, earlier lubricant breakdown 

occurred at 10 N compared to 5 N, as demonstrated 

by Fig. 7(a). 

As load increased (from 5 to 10 N), reduction of 

lubricant thickness (
l

h ) due to physical transfer was 

accelerated from the beginning of sliding from 568 to 

1,109 μm/s, as shown in Fig. 7(c). As the lubricant 

thickness (
l

h ) decreased faster at 10 N, the mechanism 

 

Fig. 7 Effects of load on the two-phase lubricant behaviours and transient tribological phenomena: evolutions of COF, lubricant thickness
and thickness changing rate. 
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transformation from fluid boundary lubrication to 

thin-film boundary lubrication was accelerated. Since 

both constant load tests at 5 and 10 N were con-

ducted at the temperature of 300 °С, the initial value 

of reduction due to evaporation and decomposition   

of liquid phase was the same followed by smaller 

reduction values at contact load of 10 N due to a faster 

reduction of 
l

h . Similar trends with the increase of 

s
h  between 5 and 10 N were observed, as shown in 

Fig. 7(d), which caused 
s

h  to increase at a greater rate 

and achieve a higher peak value at the contact load of 

5 N compared to 10 N (Fig. 7(b)). As wear rate of the 

film increased due to increased load, the transition 

process from thin-film boundary lubricated condition 

to dry sliding was accelerated which led to a reduced 

breakdown distance from 26.8 to 14.2 mm. 

The developed interactive model is capable of 

predicting the transient lubricant behaviours under 

abrupt load changing conditions as shown by the close 

agreements between experimental and modelling 

results in Fig. 7(a). In the load increase test at a distance 

of 20 mm, there was an abrupt change of contact 

load (from 5 to 10 N). Film thickness evolutions at 

load increase condition overlapped with that at 5 N 

before the changing point. At the changing point, the 

reduction rate for the solid film suddenly increased 

from 1.93 to 3.51 μm/s and for the liquid lubricant 

from 2.88 to 5.34 μm/s, leading to deviations of film 

thickness away from the constant loading curve and, 

thus, earlier breakdown occurred in the load increase 

test, as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). In addition, close 

values of the COF gradient after breakdown between 

the load increase test and the constant loading test of 

10 N were accurately predicted and illustrated by the 

modelling results as 0.029 mm–1, which was consistent 

with the experimental observations. 

3.3.3 Effects of speed on the transient tribological 

behaviours of the two-phase lubricant 

Figure 8 demonstrates the effects of the sliding speed 

on the transient behaviours of the two-phase lubricant. 

As the sliding speed increased, additional lubricant 

 
Fig. 8 Effects of speed on the two-phase lubricant behaviours and transient tribological phenomena: evolutions of COF, lubricant 
thickness, and thickness changing rate. 
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diminished due to physical transfer (to the wear track) 

resulting in a greater thickness reduction of the 

lubricant (
l

h ), as shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), which 

resulted in an accelerated transition from fluid 

boundary lubrication to thin-film boundary lubrication. 

The exposure time of the lubricant at elevated 

temperatures was shortened and thus a lower amount 

of solid layer was deposited at the substrate material 

which was contributed from the liquid evaporation 

and decomposition, as shown in Fig. 8(d). Furthermore, 

wear rate of the solid film increased with increasing 

sliding speed, which resulted in a larger film thickness 

reduction rate and shorter transition distance from 

thin-film boundary lubrication to dry sliding, i.e., 

earlier lubricant breakdown.  

In the speed increase test at a distance of 18 mm, 

there was a steep acceleration of the sliding speed 

(from 50 to 80 mm/s), as shown in Fig. 6(a). After  

the speed change was implemented, the reduction  

of lubricant thickness (
l

h ) was accelerated due to 

increased physical transfer. In addition, wear rate 

also increased with increasing speed. Therefore, both 

factors contributed to faster reduction of film thickness 

and shorter breakdown distance in the speed increase 

test, as shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). It can be observed 

that the predicted increasing gradient of 0.039 mm–1 

at the speed increase condition was the same as that 

of constant speed at 80 mm/s, which was close to the 

experimental results of 0.041 mm–1 at 80 mm/s and 

speed increase conditions. 

In general, the effects of contact conditions, e.g., 

temperature, load, and speed, and their abrupt changes 

on COF evolutions and the film thickness considering 

chemical decomposition and physical diminution 

can be accurately captured by the developed visco- 

mechanochemical interactive friction model, and 

predictions of transient tribological behaviours of 

the two-phase lubricant can be made accordingly. 

4 Conclusions 

In the present study, the transient tribological 

behaviours of a two-phase lubricant were investigated 

under the complex loading conditions, including 

abrupt changes in load, speed, and temperature  

at the tool/workpiece interface. The friction tests 

were conducted utilizing the autonomous testing 

equipment, Tribo-mate, comprised of an operational 

robot and control software to enable accurate 

implementations of complex loading profiles. A novel 

visco-mechanochemical interactive friction model was 

developed considering the chemical decomposition 

and physical diminution effects as a function of 

instantaneous contact conditions. Close agreements 

were achieved between the testing and modelling 

results. The following conclusions can be drawn 

according to the investigations: 

1) The transient tribological behaviours of the two- 

phase lubricant are caused by the complex nature of 

the lubrication mechanisms present at the interface. 

During sliding, both physical diminution and chemical 

decomposition occurred leading to lubricant thickness 

reduction, which transformed the lubrication 

mechanism from fluid boundary lubrication to thin- 

film boundary lubrication and finally dry sliding 

(between substrate materials); 

2) The initial stage with low friction values was 

followed by a rapid increase of COF due to the 

chemical decomposition, and physical diminution 

effects of the entrapped lubricant and consequent 

breakdown phenomenon when the total thickness of 

the lubricant reduces to a critical value which is usually 

determined by the interfacial asperity heights; 

3) The lubricant breakdown phenomenon and 

thickness changing processes are affected by the 

contact conditions at the interface and the sliding 

distance. The increase of temperature, pressure, and 

speed at the tool/workpiece interface would accelerate 

the consumption of lubricant during sliding and 

thus lead to premature lubricant failure and shorter 

breakdown distances; 

4) The visco-mechanochemical interactive friction 

model describes the effects of temperature, pressure 

and speed on the transient lubricant behaviours 

and takes the evolution of two phases induced by 

physical diminution and chemical decomposition 

into consideration. The model is capable of capturing 

responses of film thickness and its changing rate due 

to abrupt changes in contact conditions and accurately 

predicting corresponding friction evolutions as a 

function of the complex loading conditions and the 

sliding distance. 
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